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Choice of magics fateshaper

Choice of games games CoG questions Ok, so Am I stuck, how do I get you in hell, unusual allies and signed noodles? Signed Noodles has already been described above as a response to Luidmila. Just scroll through the text above. Unusual ally requires you to get the Murder Golem on your side. To do this, you must first get the regular golem from the ruins in the first chapter to
join you. This will give you the command codes and knowledge about how to get the golem in the cathedral. See You in Hell happens if you fight and kill the Murder Golem in the cathedral instead of running or controlling it. You could try to bring a big party (Valley, Cos and Vera) if you choose the fight option. If you're good with Negate magic, it can also override its protection. 2
Likes How do I get a Destiny Designer in Chapter 3? pastafarianistonel: How do I get a stroke of fate in Chapter 3? There may still be other ways of doing this, but I have done so. It's kind of a multi-step thing. You need to make sure you have Luxgladiuses for you and Valley in the first chapter. You will also need the alchemy set from the first chapter. The following steps have
worked for me. Very first choice of the game: Heal Your leg so that we can continue to run to the old duel ingenuity in front of us, where we can form our point of view. You will then get an option to Glamour or Negate the Inquisitor; Choose either one, as this will also give Valley the luxury it needs. Later you will get the choice of what to be divine in the ruins. You should try to get
the Golem by choosing: Is there a potential ally here in these ruins? Either you recruit the Golem next, or if you destroy it, you will get a floating tray. Either you get the alchemy set you need. The next Luxgladius is in the laboratory. You can get this one of two options. A. When you first go to the arena/auditorium, and the lab second, befriend the ghost with glamour magic. You will
help it with his mathematics, and it will give you the second Luxgladius. B. When you go to the lab first, you must first choose: Let's divide the barrier. Then either throw a glamour at the ghost (the next screen), or Divine, then negate the light curtain to free it... and it will give you a number of things that contain the second Luxgladius. The last step has to wait for the inquisitors to
come to the city. Do not make them aware of their presence, and then you will be given the opportunity to preach the blessed go. After that, he is with the sick... there is a woman in the crowd, and if you persuade her to return to your home, you can heal her with your alchemy set. She will try to repay you; one part is gold, another is with a Luxgladius. But since you and Tal
already have one, she gives you the Fateshaper. 3 It's still about discussing Choice of Magics: Achievements: Thank you. However, I did not find a lightsaber in the laboratory. Was I doin doin Wrong? As if after I freed him, the mind just zooms away. You are right. I remembered something wrong; Leaving it free doesn't get it (although it has other benefits like the ghost that saves
you from the dome) However, you can still get it straight out of the lab. This comes from a quick play-through: when you go to the lab first: let's divide the barrier. Throw in a glamour and try to befriend the ghost. 3 So you can choose one of three things: I choose the Luxgladius. I choose the magic Torc. I choose the arm pangs, the partly aetherize.. I think I'm more lucky to go first
to one of the side things, then the lab, but the above is a direct way to make sure you get the second Luxgladius. 1 As I have almost every single achievement except Saint Marie, Hierophant Twimsby and the call of the wilderness. I tried to tell Blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob of Marie (after I taught her magic) with an anti-truth ring, and I received a message that Marie was
probably brought to church, but I can't find her once I'm there. I'm the current hierophant of The Hereophant, Twimsby, but I've never achieved that. I think that could be a mistake because I got messages where I hit her with a negation bolt and the text says I killed her, but then later in the game she's still alive. I tried to take Vera/Vance with me after I got her wand of negation
from the mimic chest, but they just killed everyone there (make... Aden the Blessed Adviser or Hierophant? I don't remember.). Whenever I try to permanently turn into an animal after going down the High Glamor route and landing on my deathbed, I can't turn into an animal because it says there's not enough vivomancy around (even if I'm doing vivomancy-enhanced beasts).
Could someone help me? These are my last three successes! Edit: I played Choice of Magics in the Google Play app if that makes a difference. gqandrogynoid: I figure for Hierophant Twimsby, the current Hierophant must die, but I never achieved that. I think that could be a mistake because I got messages where I hit her with a negation bolt and the text says I killed her, but then
later in the game she's still alive. Right, the first hierophant must die for Twimsby to be raised. Killing them with a negation bolt works on the Steam version, so I think this may be a bug in the Google Play version that you have. You could use it for the if you only stab them with your Luxgladius/Sword (this works on the Steam version, but if there is a bug in the Google app, then it
can't happen). gqandrogynoid: Whenever I try to permanently turn into an animal after going down the High Glamor route and landing on my deathbed, I can't turn into an animal because it says there's not enough vivomancy (even if I'm beasts). This should be a little easier. You are right that you must go the way of making the monsters for the defense of the kingdom. First, you
need to have a pet by your side; I used the one I created from vivomancy, although it might work with one you buy in a pet store. Note: This didn't just work with a pet dragon. Secondly, you must also keep Twimsby alive; this will work, whether he is a saint or a hierophant. He's the one who brings your pet to your bed... and with the creating monsters above, you should collect the
performance. gqandrogynoid: I tried to tell The Blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob of Marie (after I taught her magic) with an anti-divination ring, and I received a message that Marie was probably brought to church, but I can't find her once I'm there. It is good that you taught her magic, and you tell the Blessed of her after you have been captured. Tal/Cos should be able to save you.
I think they have to deal with the encounter with the Murder-Golem after the above. You should make a screen of 3/4 decisions on what to do (it varies whether Vera/Vance is with you) Let's go in! I'm not afraid of what's in it. Let Vera throw a divination to look for another way. 3... I will throw a divination to look for another way. Let's just sneak around and search for secret
passages. In this case, I choose the I'll cast a true divination (option 3). This should allow them to bypass the Golem, and you enter another sky. From here there is another selection, but choose the following: Enter the door with the frieze representing books. Marie appears in my play-throughs. Note that other ways will work, I'm just going with the fast game I made this morning. 1
Thank you very much! I'll try them. 1 How everyone knows how to get the Little Apprentice performance? It is very simple; You must either have a child or adopt a child. Not all romance options want children; Vera/Vance is out of the question here. By the way, I didn't get the option with Thecla. However, as a woman and in a relationship with Tal, I was able to adopt a child. I tried
everything, but I couldn't get the Sky City performance. Shall I heal the heavens or not? The sky city is above the clouds - an escape from the world among them. 1 Like Hello! Here's a complete success guide for Choice of Magics: steamcommunity.com Simple, spoiler-free, easy-to-follow, game-playing guide. Contains five complete of history - one for each magic school - which
together award all achievements. Useful for performance see This was written some time ago and is technically unfinished - two achievements are missing from the guide, which were explained separately in the comments. Still, whether you're looking at it a 98% or 100% guide, it's still pretty solid. As always, feedback feedback be warmly welcome. Best wishes to all ChoiceScript
Community 3 likes Can anyone tell me how to convince the Queen about ways to improve the country please can you be more specific? Will write down a statement if you are still looking for answers. It's okay thank you, I've found the steam guide, it was just for the Queen to convince with your suggestions instead of the churches 1 How with who can you get the little apprentice
performance of all the love interests ← previous side Glamor is safe and good for you. Let the Church smoke about the holiness of holiness, say. The fate of your nation comes first, and you must inspire them. And the rot?, says the Queen. It shouldn't be a problem in moderation, assure her. Blessed adviser Sam frowns. You have earned my respect in the past, but here you don't
know what you're doing, he warns. (Decreased Sam relationship.) The Church will not canonize the Queen. It will soon become apparent that they used forbidden magic. Far from inspiring people, it will turn them against them. If the Church can have its illusions, then So can I, the Queen explains. Teach me the ways of glamour, of the magician. Yes, Your Majesty, you say. Over
the next few months, as the days get colder and the first snow begins to fall, you'll be furiously working privately on new spells strong enough to change the fate of a kingdom. With your newfound experience in magic, the advanced book you've taken from the sunken library, Megali Mageia or Great Magic, now seems at least somewhat understandable, and you're focusing on the
parts that deal with negation magic. In a laboratory under the palace provided by the Queen, you will conduct magical experiments designed to draw immense power from the dark sun. (Acquired Negation.) They use this power to turn gears, turn axles and lift levers in ever larger models of factory machinery. (Acquired Automation.) In these models, tiny wands of negation blow up
raw material parts from iron bars and produce more cogs for ever larger machines. Another thing you realize as you study the Megali Mageia more and more is that the ancients knew tricks to make magic safer that you are lost. The book casually refers to the precautions that each wizard takes: Apparently, wizards are supposed to draw runes and magical circles before throwing
big spells that reduce the negative side effects of magic. But you have no idea what these runes and circles look like or how they work. If they are not careful, you can prove dangerous to the world as a whole civilization of magicians. Meanwhile, the Queen takes lessons in glamour magic from you. It is a quick study, and like you, it begins to be able to throw glamouralmost almost
immediately, leaving only the subtle points of future lessons. With her glamour, she begins to and the kingdom's coffers suddenly washed up when the back taxes were finally paid in full. The Queen is looking forward to offering a bonus from this windfall. (Won 300 gold.) The Queen also uses her newly discovered popularity to speak glowingly of you and pave the way for her
gradual unveiling of the public as a court wizard. (Increased adoration.) But in the rest of the day, it looks a little paler than it once did, no doubt because of rot. You wonder if she slightly annoys you because of her poor health. (The Thecla relationship has been decreased.) The Church, however, does not go so far as to denounce her use of magic; they are silent on this issue.
Perhaps they think it is ill-advised to attack the Queen while her popularity is rising. (Won Kingdom Power.) Determining who the factions are in court is a fascinating logic. If noble X insults the noble Y, then you take a close look at the noble Z: Does the adlege join in the criticism or does he y come to support? In this way you build a mental map of the nobles at the court and their
covenants. Most importantly, you'll find out which alliances you're implicitly in. Perhaps it's no surprise that some of the oldest and most powerful guilds don't like you. They pose a threat to their monopolies and influence; Magic is an axis on which they cannot fight. The oldest ladies and dukes also lean conservatively, and therefore your implicit cresie does not sit well with them
either. On the other hand, many of the younger nobles and smaller guilds welcome your threat to the established order. They hope that you will use magic to overthrow monopolies, blow up trusts, and essentially bring the destabilization that the old guard fears so that they can have a shot. They could play their games – it could bring you a bit more security to court to reduce the
power of the old guard. 1.Use Glamoure to build bridges between the old guard and new. 2.Sosadie the seed of discord under the old guard. (Requires calculation.) 3.Cast tricky fortune veins that reveal to each other the secrets of the old guard. 4.I don't have to get involved. Achievement Unlocked:Glamor Queen:Convinced the Queen to use glamour magic. (5 points) Saint Zig
Appearance - A Stylish Person Wears Dark Robes That Seem to Harbor Latent Malicious Magic- Negation:13 Automation:8 Glamor:0 Divination:5 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fighting: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 5 (Good) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:44%/Caution:56% Humor:50%/Celebration:50% Empathy:44%/Calculation:56% Relationships- Valley: 45
(Bad) 50 (Fein) Sam: 45 (Bad) Thecla: 52 (Fein) Kirche: 40 (Schlecht) Unentdeckte Beziehungen: 1 Königreich - Königreich Macht: 3 (Anständige) Anbetung:55%/Vilification:45% Inventar- Gold: 693 gold Schwert Alchemie Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- None The Dead- The Academy Inquisitor
Inquisitor Tal stumbled across an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual
about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You
escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal
from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and
you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to
become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos,
ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a that you have accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an
unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed was Adviser Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy
as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Discord is the most appropriate option for our new malicious style. Dissension. With a clever word placed here and there, the old guard turns against each other. Understanding the map of the connections between the nobles makes it
easy to smash them; All you need to do to convince Z to turn on X is to get X and Y to participate in the same conversation. Without magic, you need to make sure that all potential alliances against you are in ruins. (Acquired subtlety.) (Increased adoration.) Few notice your plans – but Thecla does, and she agrees. (Increased Thecla relationship.) You see Blessed Adviser Sam
occasionally around the palace, but he always seems to remember a reason to go in a different direction, and you never talk to him outside the Queen's secret meeting place. You will soon receive a letter from Mayor Cos describing what has happened in Akriton since you left. Akriton is apparently the same slightly boring place it ever was, and the local gossip doesn't interest you
as much as it once could be. But you appreciate that Cos took the time to write. With Scouts reporting sightings of larger and larger airships near the Negative Sea, the Queen tells you it's time to use your magical experiments in the kingdom. Over the course of a month, you will monitor the construction of the first factory since the time of the ancients, which are powered by the
dark sun. Huge pipes that run under the surface of the earth funnel negative energy directly from the dark sun to the gears and gears above. These rotary gears will move the fluid legs that will lead weapons such as crossbows, swords and even wands of negation of raw parts to finished products. If they prove successful, plan to scale to entire negation-powered airships like the
Magisters have. The Queen is with you for the first activation, along with a few skeptical guild masters who will take control of production in these factories. The windows of the large warehouse building are currently overlaid so that the public does not know about the project prematurely. Nevertheless, you built the factory in the countryside instead of in the capital in case
something goes wrong. Everyone is bundled - it's still pretty cold. The Queen wears a hooded white fur coat that darkens her face. Is there a kind of to throw?, asks the Queen. The kill switch is over there, say and point to a wooden lever in the wall. But the factory needs a spell to start it all. May I? The Queen hesitates, clenuates and clings her hands. Yes. Do it that way. You point
your hand at the ceiling and spread out the fingers of your other hand. From. metakiniste cet ergostasio! Dark energy swirls around your body, forming a channel to the pipes that run underground, and primes the pumps to allow the energy to be leaked from the dark sun. The conveyor belts shimmer to life, and the gears and gears begin to spin. Tiny crossbows are composed of
delicate golem hands, one piece at a time in the pipeline. Elsewhere, loud hammering begins when another golem begins to form a blade of iron. It works!, tell the Queen, who smiles with relief. (Increased Thecla relationship.) (Won Kingdom Power.) Then we started to save the kingdom, she says. You finally decide that it's time to take a break from your magical research and
treat yourself to spending some of your scholarships. Some shops are no longer very relevant to your new life in the capital, but some of the newer shops are very interesting. Where would you like to spend your money? (They have 693 gold. This is your last chance to spend money before the climax chapter.) The clothing store. Which outfit were you looking for? You can have
any of them for 300 gold. (They have 693 gold.) 1.A dashing outfit that still allows freedom of movement for the fight. 2.The chic outfit I can buy, period. The bookshop. When you go to the bookstore, you find that there has been a big change in their stock. Her books for laymen about magic, neighbors and related themes are sold out as people try to understand the new world they
are creating. Advanced books on magic are no longer banned, however, and as a result they have come across a few technical books that are indecipherable to the general public, but may be perfect for you. Would you like to buy one of these books? 1.Dracus Monopati (The Draconian Life Cycle; 500 Gold). 2.Gnomai et Antignomai (Divination and Antidivination; 500 Gold).
3.Kafsi et Kleos Venenum (Negation Burn and Red; 500 Gold). 4.Sustenieri Automat (Sustainable Automation; 500 Gold). 5.Athanasia Experimenta (The Immortality Experiment; 1000 Gold). The pet shop. You go to the Capital Animal Shop, a noisy shop full of brass cages that contain all sorts of small, weird monsters that you've struggled to imagine as someone's favorite
companion. The store has a huge selection of small pets for sale, the result of the old vivomancy student projects running loose and breeding in the wild. What kind of pet did you want? (They have 693 gold.) 1.Ask the store to hatch my dragon egg for me. (Requires 300 Gold plus Dragon Egg.) 2.I want a unique magical hybrid creature. (100 3.I want a baby dragon. (600 gold.)
The new magic jewelry business. You go to the new jewelry store in the hope of a beautiful selection of magical curiosities. Unfortunately, the demand for magical items seems to have exceeded the supply here in the capital, and the store is full of only one type of item: silver pendants in various different There must be almost a hundred of them in the showcases, and no trace of
any other kind of magical items. Have something that is... not this?, ask the shopkeeper. Sometimes, he says. Not often. Not now. They assume that this is the way shops that sell used goods usually work. If the goods were big, people wouldn't sell them to sell at the beginning. You're going to buy one?, says the shopkeeper. They are supposed to be luck-various. Unless you wear
more than one. Then they just make you sick. So don't do that. If you let your hand run over the various pendants in the display case, you get a sense of what luck they might give: the fox head with a citrine eye is set to vivomancy, the eight-pointed star with a sapphire in the middle is tuned to divination, and the pigeon inlaid with alabaster is tuned to glamour magic. The other
magic schools are not represented; perhaps over the years, users of negation and automation have achieved more unhappy goals. You can choose to wear a pendant for 100 gold. 1.The fox head pendant, tuned to Vivomancy. 2.The Star Pendant, tuned to divination. 3.The pigeon pendant, tuned to glamour. The weapons-and-armor store. You will visit the old arms and armament
shop. You notice that the swords and armor now sell at a discount; Apparently, people don't believe that melee weapons and physical armor will be so useful in an age of magic. You are probably right, come to think about it. You are concentrating on the items that could be useful against the Magisters and their negation explosions. (693 gold.) 1.Buy a shield that should absorb a
single negation explosion for 200 gold. 2.Ask to buy a Negation wand if they have for 1000 gold. 3.Order leather armor with obsidian knot built-in to stop all magical attacks. (2500 gold; requires automation and negation.) I went ahead and visited every shop to show everything we could buy. As the game said, this is our last chance to spend money. Saint Zig Appearance - A
Stylish Person Wears Dark Robes That Seem to Harbor Latent Malicious Magic- Negation:13 Automation:8 Glamor:0 Divination:5 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fighting: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:44%/Caution:56% Humor:50%/Celebration:50% Empathy:44%/Calculation:56% Relations- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 50
(Fine) Sam: 45 (Bad) The Cla: 61 (Very Good)) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered Relationships: 1 Kingdom Kingdom 6 (Good) Adoration:57%/Vilification:43% Inventory- Gold: 693 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets None The Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1:
You Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. you Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the
operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the
magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller
Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be
brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a
saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a
desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial
magical the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy
as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. you the Queen uses glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. I want to buy the immortality book, but I say book 3 and salt the rest. Last edited: 14.08.2019 If you only buy Book 3, you have 100 gold left. I don't want to overinfluence the vote, but
there's no point saving money on this scene and you could afford either a pet or a magic pedant for 100 gold. It's okay, if you didn't want to, just thought I was going to put it on. We buy Negation Burn and Red first. Kafsi et Kleos Venenum (Negation Burn and Red; 500 Gold). You buy Kafsi et Kleos Venenum in the hope of learning about the two magical dangers of negative
energy: burning and rotting. (Lost 500 gold.) Astonishingly, the author suggests that one is a counter for the other, and the two health risks cancel each other out. The particles in negative-energetic clouds serve as a kind of reality check on a body that rebels under the effects of rot and first kills the most abnormal tissue, while healthy tissue remains intact. The opposite is also the
case: a body exposed to too much negative energy can be tricked into life by glamourthat convinces the tissue that it can fight. However, both only work to a certain extent; Enough glamour or enough negative energy will always kill. Your understanding of glamour magic and negation increases greatly through this revelation. (Won Glamor.) (Acquired Negation.) Not knowing
exactly which disease affects you more, but you decide to leave things. Do you want to try to inhale negative energy particles to balance your body? 1.Sure, I'll do a lot of it. 2.I will try to do a little of it. 3.I don't know what I'm doing. I let things be. I feel like Foo would have loved to read this book. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person in dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor
magic negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:5 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Old History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 () Excellent Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:44%/Caution:56% Humor:50%/Highness:50% Empathy:44%/Calculation:56% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 50 (Fine) Sam: 45 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very Good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered
Relationships: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 6 (Good) Adoration:57%/Vilification:43% Inventory- Gold: 193 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie- Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Tal stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted
you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in Shape of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through
an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the
Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that
you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the
dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including
a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that
you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of
neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to how the kingdom should take magic to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic
when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. You have learned from a book that negative negative cancel each other. Page 2 1. We will be a being of pure negation! We've almost completely avoided glamour, so let's not do that. The coin says no. They decide to sniff out negative energy particles and intentionally accumulate rot
are just a bridge too far for them. (Increased caution.) The fox head pendant, matched to Vivomancy. You buy the foxhead trailer. (Lost 100 Gold.) When you take it on, you feel your attunement to the Vivomancy increasing, as well as a certain admiration for the fox's cunning. (Won Vivomancy.) (Increased calculation.) After you buy the trailer you want and remember the
shopowner's warning to carry too many, leave the counter store. I'm done shopping. You decide that you spend your hard-earned money. When the first airships roll off the line, one of the first pilots is Mayor Cos. Cos usually arrives for a landing on the grassy Edra on one of the new single-driver skiffs, a thin vehicle that the driver hugs while holding handlebars. The landing skids
rip two long cracks through the grass, and when it brakes a little too much, the skiff begins to spread. He jumps out of the vehicle as it uses its momentum and chews a spiral through the grass. Cos looks on the destroyed lawn for a moment in dismay, but then recovers. He lifts a pair of goggles and unloads a scarf. Tens! These airships are amazing! Such an onslaught to drive,
and so fast! I can come to the capital from Akriton in half a day! Do you want a ride? Do you see the sights of the kingdom? 1.That sounds amazing! Let's go! 2.I suppose it would be good to carry out further first-hand tests. 3.I... I think I'll wait until the design is perfected. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor
magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:5 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:50%/Highness:50% Empathy:42%/Calculation:58% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 50 (Fine) Sam: 45 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very Good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered
Relationships: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 6 (Good) Adoration:57%/Vilification:43% Inventory- Gold: 93 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead - The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book
of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. You have the Killed. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. You have control over the They have
made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew
up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison
you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They
waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare
items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an
enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol
reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became blessed adviser Sam, They arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that
the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. First-hand testing. I suppose I didn't in-person tests, you say. Very well, let's go. (Increased calculation.) (Increased High Solid.)
Cos looks at your attitude. He suggests going to some far-flung sights, but you don't want to waste time on long flights in one direction if you could test the airship's capabilities through more extreme maneuvers. Well! Cos has regained that. They spend the afternoon with sharp curves, steep dives and barrel rolls over the capital, with Cos laughing and giggled all the time. In the
meantime, make careful mental notes about where to improve the design of the airship. (Won Kingdom Power.) At the end of the day, Cos' enthusiasm has returned completely, and you like to discuss with him the technical aspects of airship design. (Increased Cos relationship.) He promises to return soon for further testing. Your negation-powered factories begin to work around
the kingdom and automatically create weapons, armor, and tools that would have been created by hand. Although they mostly produce goods directly for the crown, the Queen gives factory bosses permission to sell some goods directly to the public by passing on a commission to the Crown and a royalty to you. These manufactured goods are much cheaper than handmade tools,
but you still make a decent profit from the royalties. (Won 500 gold.) Although the quality of the goods produced is not as good as what human craftsmen would create, human creators cannot compete with the low prices of these manufactured goods. As a result, many workers across the kingdom find themselves unemployed. The Kingdom has never had a formal education
system, so these men and women have difficulty finding a new job. Your factories only need some kind of oversight – to contact you when something goes wrong – and so the jobs in those factories are not paid as well as the skilled workers who had done these blacksmiths and co-workers and cobblers before. There are riots in food markets, and your factories are often
devastated. (Increased vilification.) Some are literally destroyed, supposedly in the name of the Church, but more likely because they disturb many livelihoods. As it is, many accept it as a necessary evil. Meanwhile, magisteric airships have been discovered by the general public. The smooth ships cruise through towns near the Negative Sea, without making contact or even
revealing a magisteric crew. The aerodynamic metal ships equipped with huge wands of negation, Enigmatic, but certainly not seem to be friendly. Without this immediate threat, people would undoubtedly be even more unhappy about the changes. We need to think about how we can keep people happy at this time of uncertainty, says Queen Thecla. You will meet again with the
Queen in your usual private dining room. Things are not as bad as they think. Think. just panicked. If we can get them to focus on something but their difficulties... This is not a problem that requires a magical solution, the blessed adviser Sam contradicts, before you can make a statement. People just have to trust us and Abraxas. When we are asked to change, we must do so
with a happy heart and not cling to what was once. Queen Thecla casts a skeptical glance at Blessed Adviser Sam, as if she were a little tired of being in the room. Any ideas?, the Queen asks you. 1.Teach glamour to entertainers and truly use it to spread their influence. 2.Send the culture of the capital, but without glamour. 3.Tell people that they are in the care of the Church: all
they need is faith and love. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:5 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55%
Empathy:38%/Calculation:62% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 5 5 (Good) Sam: 45 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very Good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered Relations: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:49%/Vilification:51% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer
Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination
revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the
dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Marie
told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam begged you, his pet
dragon, Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness.
You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say
that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which
was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed
adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each
other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. 1. Magic will solve all our problems! We teach the entertainers glamour. Your Majesty, in the time of the old, the entertainers were impermeated with glamour to expand their performances, you say. Glamour magic is simple enough to teach as you know yourself. Let me tour the capital and teach them glamour magic. The Queen
hesitates. What if they all die of rot? Where will people be then? The audience is fickle, and there will be more and more artists taking the place of the old ones, you say. (Increased calculation.) I can even tell the performers that this Bargain is what they make. Glow briefly like a shooting star or glow slowly and steadily like a lantern at night. There will be many who choose one of
the two options. You will put artists on the same level as saints! Blessed adviser Sam Objects. This is sacrilege. (Decreased Sam relationship.) Queen Thecla ignores the man. Do it, she says. They walk through the capital to taverns where bards appear and approach each other then with the offer to teach them glamour magic. Once you explain what it is, most of them accept
despite the drawbacks. Glamour magic is relatively simple, you teach them the words and the process of using their own energy in less than an hour apiece. The first time you visit one of these glamorously enhanced performances, it's really electric. The crowd is thrilled to play the mandolin of the performer, and after each song, a roar rises like you've never heard before. Soon
tavernas become so crowded with these performances that it is difficult to move or breathe, and new amphitheatres begin to build to accommodate these very popular performers. Remarkably, the whole kingdom is beginning to be obsessed with these performers, even the cities on the outskirts of the city that the musicians have never heard play live, and they are grateful for the
magic. (Increased adoration.) With sorrow for these backward cities, you also teach the performers a little fortune-telling magic that helps them project their music and glamour to distant places. Developing a spell that's simple enough for the performers to throw it is a feat, but you can do it. (Won prophecy.) None of the performers ever lets go about the pain of the rot they have to
feel after each performance. It is a well-kept artist's secret. You will receive a letter from your mother asking you to return to Akriton to sort some of the things she has found in the attic. She threatens to throw them away if you don't come soon. Since you may be better able to understand some of these ancient artifacts that you've cleaned up now because you know more magic,
and since you've been looking for an excuse to visit Mayor Cos anyway, you agree to come in a hurry. Tell me everything about life in court, your mother says as she pours you tea. The smell of peppermint permeates her living room, which is full of quilts and lace pillows she made herself. Have you met one of the noble families? Have you met Queen Thecla herself? I did, you say.
The Queen is a fascinating woman. Strong. You want them, I think. They go on to tell some stories about life in court. Her father taps and leaves the house after about two hours of such questioning, claiming that there is a pressing business on his construction site. When you tell these stories, you are vaguely aware that a kitchen drawer opens and closes behind you. But you don't
think much about it until you turn around and see that your mother has a large butcher's knife in his hand For what? ask and imagine that the answer is something like cake. Your mother lunges at her with a butcher's knife. You stand fast, and although it targets your neck, it stabs you in the chest instead. The pain is excruciating. She's lunging towards you again, and you're lifting
your other arm to block, just to have that arm cut open. Quickly lose blood, you feel as if you Out. You inject your steaming tea into your attacker's face. She screams, and you use the distraction to topple the tea table and bring the tea set to the ground. They hide behind the wooden surface. This is not my mother, you have to think of the presence of the Spirit. You have moments
to decide what spell to cast. 1.Use Vivomancy to heal myself. 2.Use a glamour to ask them to stop. 3.Kill them with a bolt of negative energy. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6
(Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 5 5 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relations: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word Alchemy Set
Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your
Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the
lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You
met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors presented themselves as the
inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob, asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make an
offer of to you. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things
would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death.
The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how
the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories

came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Page 3 Zap. You use the little power you have left to draw energy from the dark sun, and let its warmth and scent
of char wash over you. With a wild growl, her fake mother lunges on you over your barricade. Nihilo!, you call, and the head of your false mother is consumed in an explosion of negative energy. The headless body squirts blood and overturns. With your attacker dead, go ahead and mutter the words of vivomancy spells that you put off, channel the dormant life energy from the old
wooden planks of the house into your wound. You feel a little better, but still woozy. You have many questions, but the first is where is my true mother? Luckily, you really know magic. Mysterion gnomai, reperio mater mea! Your divination Her mother, who is tied up in her own basement. The stone room is mostly empty, except for the barrels that stand as a monument to your
father's long-abandoned attempt to brew beer. Your mother dozes lightly as you cut her bonds and gently wake her up. Where am I?, your mother asks. What happened? You're in your basement, you say. What happened, maybe you can tell me. Fruitseller Fran, she came to... borrow some sugar, I think it's Her mother remembers. When I let her in, I had barely closed the door
when she pushed me off my feet. She told me to tie me up immediately, and that was all I knew about it. They grin. Remember when you tried to get me to promise you that I would only use 'little' magic? I'm glad you didn't agree, your mother confirms. Just then the ground shakes, and you hear a crash from above. Something tells me we have to get out of here, you say. Lead the
way, my dear heart, says your mother. They walk up the stairs, pause to notice that there is now a torn skylight with negative energy residue in the living room, and continue on the doorstep. You leave your mother's house just in time. Another negative-energy explosion flatdened the house, leaving only a black cloud where it once was. My home!, calls your mother. The cries of the
fleeing Acritonians seem far away when one thinks about the loss of the house in which one grew up. If you look up, you will see a magisteric airship whose slender metal hull looks completely alien over their normally quiet hometown. The ship is a smooth hemisphere, flanked by large black cannons. A white shaft on a swivel bracket stands at the bow of the foreign ship; its barrel
is as wide and big as a person, making it unlike any cannon you've ever seen. These weapons are studded with figures wearing shell-shaped helmets, grey coats and black-enameled chain mail. The powerful automation magic that keeps the airship up, makes all the hairs on your body stand up. What in the name of Abraxas is this?, says your mother. Oh, please let this be a
dream! It's a Magister Scout ship! Valley calls from the road. She unravels a longbow behind her back. Zig, just bring her mother to safety! She takes aim at one of the Magister crew. Valley, are you crazy?, you say. You are the one who has to go in! Magisterian... she means the neighbors?, your mother asks you. Sorry, mother, say. I think they came for me, and you are...
Collateral damage? You can't think of a polite way to say it, so just go away. The black cannons on the side of the airship swivel and fire to the left and right, leaving craters and clouds of negative energy on the road. As soon as you turn around to look behind you, they also cut off this means of flight, with another shot of negative energy. The explosions are interrupted when the
Magister shooter gets one of Valley's arrows in his face. Thank you, Tal!, call. What would you ever do without me she replies and sounds a little annoyed. Me -- oh, crap. She jumps back in time to avoid a negation explosion on her own feet, praised by another magic wand-wielding Magisterian on the airship. I'm okay! Tal says, though it's unclear who she's reassured. Your
mother packs your arm in fear. Another steps on the cannon! Do something! 1.Blast the airship with negation magic. 2.I casted a and demand the airship leave me and Akriton alone. 3.Take control of the ship with automation magic. 4.I capitulate. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15
Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 5 5 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relations: 1
Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy,
and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They
have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They
flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In
prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the
cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to offer you an offer from the to make. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who
sold a variety of rare items, including Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an
enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol
reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They
suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her
mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. 4. Faster to the neighbors! Is anyone watching? I could end this by flipping a coin every time you disagree, but that seems less than ideal. I'm definitely watching and enjoying! I just said I was going to sit out that run. We did it in the last run, but 3-take
control is really tempting. Perhaps this time we can use it with so much negation for our own purpose. But that doesn't break the tie, I'm afraid. The cube says we surrender. If they want me, they can have me, tell their mother. I think I have a few words for them. You raise your hands in the air. What? No! call your mother and clutches her arm. The golden ray from the ship's central
cannons envelops you, and you are dragged away by your mother to the airship that will capture you and take you to the capital of the Magisterkingdom. Seriously, Zig? Tal screams after you. I mean, what the hell? Chapter 7:The Limits of held in a dark grip and unable to conjure spells are transported deep into the heart of the Magister, to their capital Phaedra. At some point you
fall asleep and then wake up again. You lose track of time. When the airship lands, two Magisterian soldiers escort you across a gangplank to a landing pad that appears to be on a large palace. If you look at the shenanus, you see a great city winding architecture that extends in all directions. The soldiers drive you down a marble spiral staircase. Everything about this palace is
opulent, far more than the royal palace in Edra. You note that the ceiling above is illuminated by glowing sphere, in a similar style to the old academy library. The soldiers eventually escort you into a large amphitheatre-like chamber with tiered seats in a semicircle, occupied by a variety of silver-haired men and women. Many of them look strangely young despite their gray hair, but
some are quite old and wizened. They each wear a red sash, which must mean a kind of official position. The room is kept a little dark; faint magical lights glow from a chandelier above. A red carpet stretches from where they stand to a circular dais in the middle of the chamber. There you are awaiting an unusually tall and lanky man, more than seven meters tall, with his arms
clasped behind his back. The man's brooding nose and serious facial expression indicate a relentless and disapproving air. Like the sitting officials, his hair is gray, and his face indicates that he is in his fifties. He wears a black uniform with gold epaulettes and a gold sash pointing to his office. You remember reading about the Magisterian government. It's a republic, and you think
that's the Senate. The high magistrate was once the judge of the highest court in the country, but one thinks that over time this has grown into a position more like that of a ruler. Soldiers on both sides of you escort you to the middle of the chamber, where the high master waits. So, Saint Zig, says the High Magister. There is something strange about the way he speaks, even
though you can't put your finger on it. We have heard so much about you. I admit it was a bit disappointing to find it so easy to capture you. 1.That's because we weren't at war. Why be so aggressive? 2.Maybe I just wanted to have the opportunity to talk to you. 3.Don't underestimate me. No one is wrong with me. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark
robes, to harbor the latent malice magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very
Good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered Relationships: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical
academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. You killed Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They
have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to
your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed
the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They
were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an
artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown,
a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical the Queen. They have moved
into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the
kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that: Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter
who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. Page 4 2. We went here to talk. If we wanted to show the
size of our undefined genitals, we would have blown their ship from the sky at the last election. But we decided to come across a parlay. So let us at least be VAGELY diplomatic... We wanted to talk. The laughter of the high master is dry and humorless. Now. Now you have your wish. The high magistrate turns to the Senate and says something about Magisterian. Since it
resembles the old tongue, you can say that he has so far associated your conversation with the Senate. You now realize what was strange about the high magister's speech: the movement of his lips did not correspond to the words you heard. There must be a true spell of spell that allows them to understand each other even though you speak different languages. We have noticed
your astonishing ascent to power, says the high magister to you. It is highly unusual. How did you come to such magic? 1.I just discovered some books in an old library. 2.I am a saint, a chosen Abraxas, who sheds wonders in his name. 3.I believe I am a chosen one who is destined to save the kingdom. 4.I'm just talented, I suppose. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a
fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good)
Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered Relationships: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 59 3 Gold S Word Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You
and Valley to an old magic academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a So you took a manual about the operation of
golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic
academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran.
They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to
the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has
been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a
desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial
magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine Wise the kingdom should take magic to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative
energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. You have learned from a book that negative combustion and rotting rotting Out. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she
turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. Hmm, 3 is not accurate, 4 is
not sufficiently boastful... Let's go with 4. We're just talented. Hmm, says the High Magister. I suppose a lot of things could be true. But you must have discovered some texts of the old or similar. You can't rediscover so much so quickly and without help. So tell me - where did you discover such texts? 1.Give him the correct location of the sunken academy. 2.Give him a fake place
for the sunken academy. 3.Deny the answer. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60%
Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 5 5 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relations: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem
Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the
Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old
airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You have said that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer
Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In In You have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam
asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton
to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to
focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They
returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters.
Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative
burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were
presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before Magistrate's Senate. 1. Why should we lie? We burned down and broke into this academy anyway. And we need these people who like us for every plan we seem to have. Or at least don't kill us. We give them the location. They give the high magistrate the right place for the sunken academy, hoping that its
destruction was complete enough that they could find nothing of interest. I like that you are ready to says the High Magister with a succinct smile. Perhaps we can do business peacefully. The Magister empire had long wanted to retrieve the loot that we hid so long ago. A lot was lost at that time. Although the high master does not say so explicitly, you remember that the ancient
kingdom knew magical secrets that the Magisterians did not know. Our spies tell us that you have begun to build factories throughout your kingdom that draw their power from the dark sun itself, says the high magician. Why so ruthless? Why so suddenly? Do you not understand that such magic threatens to get out of hand and destroy you and perhaps us too? 1.We have only
tried to defend ourselves from you. 2.I want to bring back the wonders of the old. 3.We saw your Scout ships and wanted to create our own miracles. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good)
Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 5 5 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relations: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word
Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled
from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went
back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great
power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You have Seer Marie Magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Presented to Your Visitors like the
inquisitors Sam and Blessed Jacob. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become
a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to
haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as
a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in
order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems.
They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered
and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. Page 5 We want Bring back miracles of the old. The high master translates for the Senate, but seems to be working on what you just said – after
him, you want to bring back the weapons of the old, the ubiquitous inventions of the old, the monsters of the old. This must not happen, says the chief magistrate. Since the First World War, we have strict limits the use of magic. We will not be undone by a wild magician playing with toys they don't understand. Who else uses magic in your kingdom?, asks the high master. We
had... conflicting reports. 1.Our saints and hierophants use miracles, but this is different. 2.Our saints and hierophants all use magic. 3.Acriton's fortune teller now knows magic. 4.I can't think of anyone who can use magic. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2
Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 5 5 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relations: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7
(Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you.
They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an
old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative
Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have
visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the
cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. you a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer
Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the
magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the
Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when
interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller
Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. Ooh, 3! Because it feels like confusing with them.
Acriton's fortune teller. A fortune teller?, says the high master, and sounds perplexed and incredulous. She was a pretty capable student and knew many fragments of prophecy that even I didn't know, handed down over the generations, you say. The senior magistrate looks dissatisfied when he passes this information on to the Senate. A senator raises his hand, and high master's
degree asks him. High Magistrate, he says. The fortune-telling magic does not translate his words, but you understand most of them anyway. With all due respect, who is to say that these Eiriners do not have all kinds of traditions that in reality know the ancients? Do we fall into a trap when we invade? It is only a fortune teller, the high magister shoots back. But you think the
objection has a kind of Impact on the Senate because they start to whisper nervously to each other. Very well, who else knows the magic in your kingdom?, asks the high Master. 1.Our saints and hierophants use miracles, but this is different. 2.Our saints and hierophants all use magic. 3.I can't think of anyone who can use magic. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox
pendant and dark robes, the latent malice seem to harbor magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bath) Cos: 5 5 (Good) Sam: 37
(Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relations: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold S Word Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Death Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley
stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the
operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the
magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller
Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you remained captive, and you are to
go to the capital Be. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. you to turn your magical items around, and the offer to become a saint has been
lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate
plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical
adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative
energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly
when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high
master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. This goes in an interesting direction. 2. There is actually a whole class of people who use magic. The Saints and Hierophant. Our holiest people use magic, you say. Healing and inspiring people to be better. The high master translates for the Senate, and you can feel sarcasm in his narrative of it. But the
senators whisper to each other and give the high magistrate suspicious glances. We have heard of the wonders of your saints, but we thought they were just hearsay, says the high magician. How much magic You? 1.Enough to destroy you if you do not dislike them. 2.Es is all very peaceful magic. Little automation, no negation. 3.The full extent of the knowledge of the Church is a
mystery to me. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes that seem to harbor latent malice magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) (Good) 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Celebration:55%
Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very Good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered Relationships: 1 Kingdom - Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Destodes Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual StudentsSeer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled across an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A
divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from
the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic.
Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to
heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for
holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say
that you have your choice between power and chaos, a prince and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye and a tree that is a and that you should embrace the magic of the sun as you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by
the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam
when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos
revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to
answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. Page 6 We can tell the truth, but we also sound vaguely threatening. 3. Ominous. Wonderful, says the high magistrate, and he tells your answer to the Senate with an angry shrug. But the senators look insecure - you think you've
successfully instilled some doubts. Very well, who else knows the magic in your kingdom?, asks the high Master. I can't think of anyone who can use magic. You say you can't think of someone else who can use magic. Well, that's more than enough, says the high magister sourly. Just one last question for you, says the High Judge. Our spies tell us that until recently your Church
taught that every magic is a sin. Why do you use it? Don't you believe in your own religion? 1.I think the Church is wrong – Abraxas wants us all to enjoy creation, including magic. 2.I believe the Church teaches what she believes she needs to teach to keep magic out of evil hands. 3.I don't really know much about religion. I like magic. Saint Zig Appearance- A Stylish Person with a
Fox Pendant and Dark Robes Who Seem to Harbor Latent Malice Magic- Negation:15 Glamor:2 Prophecy:6 Vivomancy:5 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fighting: 5 (Good) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Celebratory ism:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Sam: 37
(Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) (Bad) Relationships: 1 Kingdom - Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Torc of Life and Destodes Blue Luxgladius Maximus Nought the Golem Golem Manual Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley
stumbled across an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the
operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the
magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller
Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be
brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a
saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you have your choice between power Chaos, ingenuity and a desperate
plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye and a tree hiding an enemy would have, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They have been used for the
magic adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using
negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned
deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave
the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. We like magic. 'Don't know much about religion,' says the High Magician with derision. What do you say that we know the values of your people better than you do? What an irresponsible joke are you? What kind of diplomat are you?, you counter, but then the high magistrate nods to the guards next
to you, and you'll be gone. Perhaps there is a religion in our dungeon, the High Mage suggests. Excuse us: we must discuss whether we intend to give your wild kingdom some responsibility. The Magisterian soldiers accompany you to an underground corridor of red spotty dark marble, lined with cells on both sides protected by opaque black curtains of negation magic. You
remember stories about the Obsidian that was used to construct this place – you think the ancients used it to lock up wizards because it contained enough power of the dark sun to negate any spell. Unfortunately, the guards have confiscated all your equipment and you have little idea where it is now. At least the guards allow you to wear your black robes. And your trailer, as soon
as you convince them, it's just a sentimental heirloom worth nothing. (Lost battles.) (Lost Vivomancy.) (Lost Negation.) Each cell has a pad with a handprint next to the curtain, and when a soldier touches it, it crackles with automation magic. Your new cell consists of pure A white-bearded old man in a shredded, once fine tunic looks desperately at you. The Guardians push you in
and reactivate the curtain of negation. Now you can hardly see the old man, because the only light is the soft purple glow of the negation curtain. You find that you can hedge your bonds fairly easily by keeping them close to the negation curtain. But every spell you try to cast does nothing. Na-t-assay, says the old man miserably. Opsian interdice lean. Don't try. Obsidian blocks
magic. 1.What is your name? 2.What was your profession? 3.What were you convicted of? 4.How long have you been here? Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice to harbor magic- Negation:14 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 2 (Decent) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma:
4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:35%/Calculation:65% Relationships Valley: 45% (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relations: 1 Kingdom - Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification :: 44% Inventory Gold: 593 Gold Alchemy Set Maximus Nought the Golem
Student- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled across an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy
Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The
flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie
real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam
asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare
for holiness. They refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint was They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say
that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which
was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed
adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each
other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and
made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. Will we be able to go through all this? 4 seems to be a good opener. It turns out we had to ask all the questions, so I did. How long have you been here? The old man blinks in surprise. Vu... You... dicere... Comme... Ancien.
They speak like the old. Mey... diafortent. But otherwise, yes, you say. 'Other.' The old man seems to have a little pleasure in how this word feels. 'But different.' They look at the negation curtain. If you speak the language of the ancients, suggest learning each other's languages. The old man blinks away tears and nods. Dai... put util an amicaphilo ante ma morte. I could use a
friend before I die. The days pass, and you and the old man try to learn each other's languages. He is very intelligent and learns your language quickly, although he can't make so much progress in just a few days. Your knowledge of the language of the ancients helps you keep up with it, and your shared excitement in learning languages together helps you keep your mind
(Increased empathy.) Food comes twice a day, unpredictably pushed into the cell, only to get the energy curtain back immediately. Both meals consist of a pureed tuber, some unusual green stems and a cup of water. At least the water is recognizable. After a few days you feel ready to try out your questions to the old man again. Your knowledge of his language is not perfect, but
you learned how to ask basic questions in the present, along with the basic pleasures of the old man as essential. Qa vu nomina?, start. What is your name? Espar, says the old man. Means 'hope'. He smiles humorlessly. Qa vu profes? What is your profession? Emporios?, he says, shrugging because it's a word you haven't dealt with. Probably not an emperor, one thinks. Rich...
Emporium.... You are a trader, you explain. Espar looks excited. Yes. Marcanta. Dealer. Not... Fortunas. Happy, rich. Mey... Happy. Qa vu offendakima? What is your offence? Lean, says Espar. Like you. He pantomimes what a spell. Lean est... Illegal... edere?, you say and pantomime a spell interrupted by a hard grip. Not for Magister. Surprised, you say: I thought you were all a
master. Na... eberdin... Magisterian? The old man giggles humorlessly. Ah. When you say, 'Learn Magisterian', I understand, I think you want to talk great. No. Magisterian is our word for Fortuna's people. Like... old Nobilia? But... not by family. Powerful... Dealer. But also Antigladi. He makes a sword-wielding movement. The favourites of the Magister. Master. Those who can use
lean. Why lean... Only for traders and fighters?, say you confused. Lean is for those who... He says he makes a request to withdraw money. Too much for me. Too much for most. And antigladi. They say it keeps the world... Happy. Only magic for those who serve the Magister best. And you...? Can't claim... Compete?... without a magician, he says with a shrug. Magisterians have
magicians, I need magicians. All traders do it... Subitere. 'Subtly?' you say, trying to look sneaky. Or 'underground'? They point down. Both, perhaps? He sighs. So everything can be put here if a Magisterian wants. Qa vu... subsita... edere? How long do you stay here? Qa vu... subsita... edere? How long do you stay here? You manage in your broken Magisterian. They think.
Espar looks sad. Soon. What do you mean?, you ask. Do you want to be free, don't...? Espar shakes his head and bends his head on his knees into a ball. He sobs softly. You could say something to the old man Press his hand to calm him down. (Requires empathy.) Put a hand on his back. We'll kind of get you out. (Requires optimism.) Tell him a knock-knock joke. (Requires
humor.) I'm not very good at eating people up. I let him be. You don't really see the point of up-and-down the old man; he is destined to die, and there is little to change this. For a while, the only sound in the dark is the sobbing of the old man. A few more days pass in which you and Espar teach each other more languages. You will also learn a little more about the Magister.
Interestingly, Espar has never heard of glamour magic; They think it has been forgotten on this side of the Negative Sea. They learn that the Magisterians call their people the Reckless, and until recently most Magisterians thought they had blown themselves up during the Great War. They learn that the magisteric word for someone who is not a nobleman is a plebeian, and that
their word for their people is generally the chosen one. If one does not like the connotations of this term, one decides to call them all the Magisters again, even if it is technically only valid for their nobles. Then, one day, the Negation Curtain rises to reveal guards in black armor. On their belts hang both swords and black wands. Their hands are exposed, perhaps, to improve the
flow of energy to their wands. She and Espar both rise. Time to go, says one of the guards to Espar on Magisterian. The dejected Espar goes along meekly. The whole fight seems to have dripped out of him. The curtain of negative energy is soon back on. Perhaps you should have said something. Now it is too late. You spend another three days in your dark cell, alone with your
thoughts. Is this the end? That seems to be the case. Finally, a group of guards disables the Negation Curtain and ties their arms again. Magister Magni dicere vu antifortunas, says one of the Guardians. Fatamorti. You are trying to analyze some of the unknown words. Their bad luck: do death. Execution. You stand near the centre of a bowl-shaped stadium where thousands of
people have gathered to watch your demise. The stadium is located in the shadow of the huge mirror in the center of the city, which shows one magisteric coat of arms after another. The mood of the crowd seems to be curious, rather than bloodthirsty, if that's a consolation. They are mostly plebeians, but some Magisters have come to watch on personal thrones that render the
seats behind them useless. There is a long walk in front of you to Headsman, a man who wears colorful colorful and a contrasting black mask. He carries an enormous axe that would be impractical for any real fight – designed, without a doubt, to be seen from the worst seats. There are a number of ways magic could feed you subtly or painlessly, but that's apparently not the point.
A huge part of the Obsidian forms the stage for macabre man, his hack block and his bucket. Behind you and at your sides are your three grim escorts, armed with large half-grounds that seem a bit ceremonial themselves. On the way here, they have noticed that their black helmets themselves are adorned with magisteric coats of arms, They don't know if this suggests their
affiliation or if any Magisterian bought advertising on their heads. There's still a lot you don't know about your neighbors. The path to the headman's block is paved with obsidian, which shields you from the dark sun and probably weakens other magics as well. Tied with his hands, its effectiveness is moot. The Guardians bring you forward. 1.I am despondent. All my life I've played
it for sure, and all for nothing. (Requires caution.) 2.I try to subtly free myself from the bonds. 3.I put the walk with bravery. There is always a way. (Requires optimism.) Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, the latent malice to harbor magic- Negation:14 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 2
(Decent subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:41%/Calculation:59% Relationships Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relationships: 1 Kingdom - Kingdom Power: 7 (Good) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44 % Inventory Gold: 593 Gold
Alchemy Set Maximus Nought the Golem Student- Seer Marie Pets- None Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Espar the Neighbor Plot Points- Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you
hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have
received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat
seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison, you heard that you from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob
and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were found in Cellar of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint.
Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you,
and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a
consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in
order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems.
They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered
and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. In prison, you met an old man named Espar, who taught you some of the magic language. Espar told you that magic in the Empire costs money, and
many can't afford to pay. Espar went meek his death. You went to your execution in the middle of a large arena. Page 7 2 If they don't know glamorously, we might be able to pull something off. We are trying to escape. You are trying to get rid of your bonds. When you get your wrists free, you feel like you'll never have an opportunity as good as the current one, so close to the
entrance to the arena. They turn around and rush out of the arena, provoking surprised screams from the guards and a roar from the crowd. All around a corner, corner, rise low, taking advantage of the Magisterian street amount for cover. You can hear the confused screams of the guards behind you. You don't waste time stealing the next airship Skiff and ready to launch it. Bolts
with negative energy rush past you, but you maneuver the skiff over the city walls. As you watch capital retreat behind you, you breathe a sigh of relief. Eventually, it's home. If you fly over the Negative Sea on your way home, you can't help but notice that it seems... Uncomfortable? It's strange to think that a roaring cloud of death might have a temperament, but something about it
seems a little bit. They hope it's nothing. Unfortunately, you return to the capital to discover that the Magisterians have declared war and have already made significant progress towards the heart of the kingdom. Akriton was conquered, and Mayor Cos led the refugees to Edra. The Queen's strategy at this point is purely defensive, but she has so far had little luck fighting the
Magisters. Cos seems sleepless and confused because of Acriton's fate, but he still seems happy to see you. With the joys out of the way, go to the throne room and tell the Queen what you have learned about the Magisterians. (Won Kingdom Power.) Next year there will be a series of successes for the Queen's troops, pushing the Magisters back towards the Negative Sea. It
helped that the high magister wasted time to find your sunken academy, according to your instructions. The magisteric airships don't match your agile airships, which swarm the Magister dreadnoughts and shoot away with their rail guns until only a crewless hull floats in the air. The tremors throughout the kingdom intensify until one of the Crown Mountains finally exits in a geyser
of black-violet negative energy, completely wiping out some nearby hamlets and throwing purple-black gas into the sky. The mountain then lies dormant again. Brave explorers looking down into the caldera report that they believe they can see the dark sun itself, raging far below. You are there in your usual small dining room when a courier hands over the message to Queen
Thecla. She fades, then waves away from the courier. I wonder what we have done, Mutters Queen Thecla. I can't quite blame you, Saint Zig. I was also complicit. I taught myself negation magic to protect myself from assassination attempts. In fact, the Queen's practice in the target area of royal archers is an open secret. The Queen's goals are scarecrows in Meters, hastily
constructed, because they are always completely consumed by their explosions. 1.We have both done what was necessary to protect the kingdom. 2.That is my fault. I shouldn't have taken on the negation magic. 3.I am waiting as always for your orders, my Queen. Saint Zig Look - A stylish person wears a fox pendant and dark robes that seem to be home to Malice Magic-

Negation:14 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Prophecy:6 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Old History: 5 (Good) Fight: 2 (Decent) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality - Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Celebration:55% Empathy:41%/Calculation:59% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) S am: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 61 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered
relationships: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 8 (Excellent) Adoration:56%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 5 93 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Maximus Nought the Golem Student- Seer Marie Pets - None the Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Espar the Neighbor Plot Points- Chapter 1: She and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an
inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made
their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the
coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you
have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They
waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited a on the market, which sold a variety of rare items, including
a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you have chosen between power and chaos, intimacing and Desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree that hides an enemy, and that you
should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of
neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen
use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the
shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. In prison, you met an old
man named Espar, who taught you some of the magic language. Espar told you that magic in the Empire costs money, and many can't afford to pay. Espar walked meekly to his death. You went to your execution in the middle of a large arena. The Negative Sea seemed a little off as you crossed it. They return to the kingdom to discover that the Magisterians declared war and
conquered Akriton. Their forces have succeeded in pushing their neighbours back into the negative sea. We have done what we need to do to protect the kingdom. (After confirmation that the Magisterians were of course not hired.) You assure the Queen that you have both done what needed to be done. Maybe, she says, still asher-faced. Excuse me. They will be released for the
day. She gets up and retreats into her chambers. You think she appreciated your support. (Increased Thecla relationship.) They hope that the tremor will stop. they do not, and every month after that a new mountain erupts into a volcano of negative energy, destroying all nearby towns and hamlets. The dark sun is not doing well. Their research shows some mentions of such
disasters in the time of the ancients, especially near the end of the Great War. But the elderly, it seems, had ways of mitigating the effects of their weapons. They are not familiar with such methods; knowledge has been lost. Who knows how these disasters can come? As the war progresses, you begin to hear rumors that amateurs are beginning to practice magic throughout the
kingdom. But you have no idea how bad it is until Mayor Cos comes to court to report on what happened in Akriton. It's pretty much out of control, Cos tells the Queen. People I never expected to be able to do so are now using magic and not particularly good goals. On the one hand, people are always in each other's business, now that they have discovered the fortune-telling
magic. I think they must have learned it by observing the rituals used for the transmission of musicians throughout the kingdom. Now everyone knows too much about each other, and that's quite a recipe for trouble. People just aren't used to seeing each other's dirty laundry like that, you know? When you talk about divination, people have gone mad that these entertainers are
being broadcast from the capital, and many young people have also begun to mimic their use of glamour. Everyone knows the words now that they hear entertainers say before their performances. Philautia omnes and all that. But it kills our young people. They want to live fast and die young like their idols, but they are too young to make this kind of decision. In short, Akriton
could use your help, Cos summarizes. I can hardly accuse my people of trying to learn magic – I have tried to learn them myself, even though I have discovered that I have no suitability for it. But we need some kind of plan that will make them use it more responsibly. I knew that day was coming, says blessed adviser Sam sadly. He looks at you. I suppose I should have pushed
you a little bit more to hold you back, my friend. The Queen sighs. It seems that I am once again committed to their judgment, The Holy Zig. Do you have wise advice? How do you get a young wizard to resurrect? 1.Support the Church's message that magic is only for the sacred. 2.Establish magical schools around the kingdom to teach people to use magic responsibly. 3.Make it
illegal to practice magic without the Queen's consent. 4.Interference will only make things worse. People should find out for themselves. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes who seem to harbor latent malice magic- Negation:14 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Old Story: 5 (Good) Fight: 2 (Decent) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent)
Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Empathy:41%/Calculation:59% Relations- Valley: 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 62 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered Relations: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 8 (Bad) Excellent) Adoration:5 6%/Vilification:44% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Maximus Nought the Golem
Student- Seer Marie Pets- None the Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Espar's Neighbor Plot Points- Points- 1: You and Tal stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored
the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old
airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught
Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions.
Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned
briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose
something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a as a consultant that you have accepted.
Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with
the Magisters. Blessed Blessed Became Blessed Adviser Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that
negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They
were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. In prison, you met an old man named Espar, who taught you some of the magic language. Espar told you that magic in the Empire costs money, and many can't afford to pay. Espar
walked meekly to his death. You went to your execution in the middle of a large arena. The Negative Sea seemed a little off as you crossed it. They return to the kingdom to discover that the Magisterians declared war and conquered Akriton. Their forces have succeeded in pushing their neighbours back into the negative sea. Shocks and geysers of negative energy have been
reported throughout the kingdom. Well, 1 is crap, 3 will only drive the problem underground, and 4 will lead to mass extinctions and unrest. 2 is the only sensible option. Magical schools. We cannot undo the spread of magic, say Mayor Cos and Queen Thecla. But what we can do is try to educate them to prevent them from killing themselves. More magic? Blessed adviser Sam
says, worried. If you think that's the best thing, Mayor Cos says uncertainly. I admit it may have been unkind to the Crown not to share their magic a bit more, says Queen Thecla. Perhaps our citizens will come up with some new innovations that will improve life for all. They travel from city to city and try to teach the brightest citizens of each region how to teach magic themselves.
As a rule, you will find at least one person in each region who is really enthusiastic and motivated by magic, and you focus on teaching that person so that they can teach others. But if you are sitting in the first classes of your new teachers, you will find that the People see magic as an imposition on their normal way of life, just another way they have to catch up with their neighbors
or fall back. Studying magic for these students is a task. You can also tell some of these students what the point of learning about magical esati is when a war is underway, especially if that magic is not useful for combat. And to a certain extent they are right; that the Pressure will take time and resources away from war. (Lost Kingdom Power.) You expect to hear complaints from
Hierophant Elizabeth about your decision, but instead there is a silence that speaks volumes. When people learn about magic, they become more careful with it. Many didn't even realize that their glamours were slowly killing them by ascribethe disease to their exuberance as they shone. Others did not realize that the divination reveals information for the spies; People will certainly
be reluctant to use the magic afterwards. At least people appreciate these warnings. (Increased adoration.) Unfortunately, you think that this will not affect the larger crisis you are facing. Ordinary people are not responsible for the great disturbances in the dark sun. They have the sinking feeling that something terrible is going to happen. GET OFF NOW. The voice of Seer Marie
makes you jump into your chair. By candlelight, you had studied an old tome of negation that a noble family gave you to try to curry with you. (Acquired Negation.) You retreated to one of the tower solariums to read it, even though the skylight above you is now dark. Seer Marie must use the divination magic you taught her to communicate with you. What? Why? You ask,
confused. You look out the window of your studies, unsure what time it is. Night, apparently. The dark sun awakens! Please, get out, the palace will be destroyed! Get out, get out, GET OUT! Chapter 8: The Dark Sun Awakens What about Thecla? What about Sam? You have time to contact a person. But then GET OUT. Who are you going to save? 1.I will try to save Thecla. 2.I
will try to save Sam. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, to harbor the latent malice magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Old History: 5 (Good) Fight: 2 (Decent) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55%
Empathy:41%/Calculation:59% Relationships Valley- 45 (Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Sam: 37 (Bad) Thecla: 62 (Very good) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered relationships: 1 Kingdom - Kingdom Power: 6 (Good) Adoration:62%/Vilification:38% Inventory Gold: 593 gold sword alchemy set Maximus Nought the Golem Student- Seer Marie Pets- None The Dead- The Academy Inquisitor
Espar the Neighbor Plot Points- Chapter 1 : You and Valley stumbled across an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. You have the Killed. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the
form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. You have made your way through old Harpyball Arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume
the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards.
They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you
bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over
your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your
choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the
Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when
you arrived in court. You negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A
visit to her mother turned out to be fatal when she turned out to be a shapeshifter, it turned out attacked them with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions
before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. In prison, you met an old man named Espar, who taught you some of the magic language. Espar told you that magic in the Empire costs money, and many can't afford to pay. Espar walked meekly to his death. You went to your execution in the middle of a
large arena. The Negative Sea seemed a little off as you crossed it. They return to the kingdom to discover that the Magisterians declared war and conquered Akriton. Their forces have succeeded in pushing their neighbours back into the negative sea. Shocks and geysers of negative energy have been reported throughout the kingdom. Seer Marie warned you that negative
energy would destroy the palace. Chapter 8 page 8 No option for Save Me? Well, I think save the Queen. I fully agree with Nate. I agree. There is no reason to save Sam, so let's take the other option. I thought it would be an easy choice. You throw a divination to find Queen Thecla, and you see her in her bedroom. Because it's late, she's already on a night shift. You never quite
realized how light she was – her huge dresses conceal a sleek and fragile-looking frame. We have to get out, tell the Queen. The palace will explode at any moment. What?, says the Queen aloud, looking around. But what about - There's no time! Rush! Why did I trust you?, cries the Queen. What have you done? (The Thecla relationship has been decreased.) I don't know, you
admit. But right now I'm saving your life. You can't afford to wait to see if she's listening to you. They end the divination. If you understand Seer Marie at the word, you will have a spell to sprout wings: Aviana, aeroba, volanta, pluma! —and dive out of the window. They land on the street in front of the palace just in time to walk in Thecla, even out of the palace. Shaking in her night
shift, she looks cold and positive livid. Why did you bring me here?, she asks. What does that mean? Just then, a huge geyser of negative energy emanates behind you, completely consuming the palace. The huge column of negative energy swirling with black-and-purple tendrils stands twice as high as the palace and glows eerily at night. She and Thecla run to before the
gobbets of negative energy raining down from above. The Palace! Queen Thecla cries. Oh, what have you done, what have you done, what have you done! You assume that Blessed Counselor Sam must have died in this geyser as well. Certainly, if his Abraxas exists, he is a twisted world. You briefly wonder what Sam's life is were like without you. He would have continued to be
an inquisitor with a good heart and would have balanced the aggressive tendencies of Blessed Jacob in every new city they visited. But without you, Sam would never have learned as much about the Church as he did. Perhaps he would have thought it was a straight trade. With you it seemed as if he was capable of being his whole self. No, you can't wish you and Sam had never
met you. But you wish it had never ended like this. How do you feel about this result of your interference in the negation magic? 1.I am a fool. Why did I think dark magic had no consequences? 2.I just feel incredibly sad. So many dead in this palace... 3.Everyone will blame me for it, but it is the fault of the war. 4.This is tragic, but I also feel... something new is coming. Saint Zig
Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes, to harbor the latent malice magic- Negation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:4 Skills- Ancient History: 5 (Good) Fight: 2 (Decent) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:40%/Caution:60% Humor:45%/Highness:55% Empathy:41%/Calculation:59% Relationships Valley: 4 5
(Bad) Cos: 55 (Good) Thecla: 48 (Bad) Church: 40 (Bad) Undiscovered Relationships: 1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 6 (Good) Adoration:62%/Vilification:38% Inventory- Gold: 59 3 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Maximus Nought the Golem Student- Seer Marie Pets- None The Dead- The Academy Inquisitor Blessed Sam Espar the Neighbor Plot Points- Chapter 1: She and Valley
stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you. They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the
operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the
magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran.
They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed ersam ersam you to heal his pet dragon, Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought
to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has
been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called Fateshaper. Seer Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you would have your choice between power and chaos, ingenuity and a
desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye, and a tree hiding an enemy, and that you should embrace the magic of the sun when you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial
magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using
negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned
deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave
the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. In prison, you met an old man named Espar, who the Magisterian language. Espar told you that magic in the Empire costs money, and many can't afford to pay. Espar walked meekly to his death. You went to your execution in the middle of a large arena. The Negative Sea seemed a little off as you
crossed it. They return to the kingdom to discover that the Magisterians declared war and conquered Akriton. Their forces have succeeded in pushing their neighbours back into the negative sea. Tremors and and negative energy has been reported throughout the kingdom. Seer Marie warned you that negative energy would destroy the palace. Chapter 8 You have successfully
warned Thecla of the impending outbreak. They fled the palace in time to escape its destruction. Sam died in the outbreak. Something new. The dark sun awakens, the palace is destroyed – you can feel that this is a great beginning and an end. Although you know intellectually that many have died, you also feel excitement for everything that comes next. (Increased optimism.)
(Increased calculation.) What do we do? Thecla asks you. Across the capital, similar geysers of negative energy erupt, the purple-black columns glow at night. Frightened screams and screams make for a steady din. The smell of char and meat permeates the air. (Increased vilification.) You briefly cast a divination to determine the extent of the chaos, and see a vision of similar
dark geysers erupting throughout the kingdom. They seem to be concentrated where negative energy has been most used: where your power stations, which have now all been destroyed, used to stand; near the palace; in the place of the old sunken academy where you discovered your magic; and especially in Akriton, where you once did so many magical experiments. But the
geysers keep breaking out everywhere as far as your vision extends. The dark sun, it seems, has become a state of frenzy. But -- you still know how to draw negation magic. You think you might be able to end this madness by pushing all the negative energy towards yourself and pushing all the chaotic energy back into the dark sun. You would quickly perish, but you could begin a
process that would heal the dark sun. But they also see greater opportunities. Why waste all this negative energy? You could try to end the war immediately by pushing all this vented negative energy onto the magisteric side of the Negative Sea. You've never tried anything so bold, but the negative energy that flows around you should give you more power than anything you've
ever held if you can successfully exercise it. If you have the highest confidence in your negation abilities, you could try to concentrate the negative energy into higher columns that reach the storm clouds above and destroy them once and for all. Perhaps two mistakes can make a right, and this negative energy outburst can be used to scour the sky. You drag the negation energy
into a large column around you and begin to cast what might be your last spell. the dark sun without using the negative energy for an additional purpose. 2.Use this magic and destroy the Magister kingdom. 3.Use this magic to scour the sky once and for all. Saint Zig Appearance- A stylish person with a fox pendant and dark robes that seem to harbor latent malice magicNegation:15 Automation:8 Glamor:2 Divination:6 Vivomancy:4 Vivomancy:4 Old History: 5 (Good) Fight: 2 (Decent) Subtlety: 6 (Excellent) Charisma: 4 (Good) Personality- Optimism:52%/Caution:48% Humor:45%/Celebration:55% Empathy:29%/Calculation:71% Relationships- Valley: 45 (Good) Cos: 55 (Good) Thecla: 48 (Bad) Church: 40 (Bad) Bad)) Undiscovered Relationships:
1 Kingdom Kingdom Power: 6 (Good) Adoration:50%/Vilification:50% Inventory- Gold: 593 Gold Sword Alchemy Set Maximus Nought the Golem Students- Seer Marie Pets- No Dead- The Academy inquisitor Blessed Sam Espar's Neighbor Plot Chapter 1: You and Valley stumbled upon an old magical academy. You discovered a book of Vivomancy, and an inquisitor hunted you.
They have found an old duel. They killed the Inquisitor. The inquisitor fled from your Luxgladius, but you hunted and murdered him. You have explored the Academy Library. A divination revealed a potential ally in the form of a golem, so you took a manual about the operation of golems from the library. They have gained control of the Golem. They have made their way through an
old harpyball arena. They walked the back of the auditorium. They went back to the lab. You have received a dragon egg from the crow's nest of an old airship. The flame from the dragon's breath threatened to consume the entire sunken academy. You escaped the magic academy and made your way to your hometown of Akriton. Chapter 2 They flew up the coast of the Negative
Sea to Akriton. You told your parents that you are now exercising great power. You met a hat seller, but you didn't buy anything from her. You taught Seer Marie real magic. Seer Marie told her luck with Kalot cards. They have allowed a thief to steal from Fruitseller Fran. They separated and destroyed the death cloud that threatened Akriton. In prison you have heard that you have
visitors from the capital. Chapter 3 Your visitors posed as the inquisitors who blessed Sam and Blessed Jacob and asked you some questions. Blessed Sam asked you to heal his pet dragon Thomas. Sam left you bound, and you were caught, and you shall be brought to the capital. Chapter 4 They were trapped in the basement of the cathedral. They waited in the dungeon of the
cathedral, hoping for salvation. The Hierophant came to make you an offer of holiness. You have become a saint. Chapter 5 They returned briefly to Akriton to prepare for holiness. You have refused to turn over your magical items, and the offer to become a saint has been lifted. They visited an artifact seller on the market who sold a variety of rare items, including a so-called
Fateshaper. Marie told a fortune in which time is running out, things would come back from the past to haunt you, and you had to choose something to focus on. She went on to say that you have your choice between power and chaos, a prince and a desperate plan, a harrowing crown, a monster with an all-seeing eye and a tree that is a and that you should embrace the magic of
the sun as you walk in the shadow of death. The Queen offered you a position as a consultant that you accepted. Chapter 6 They returned to the capital, which was summoned by the Queen for an interview. They became an unofficial magical adviser to the Queen. They have moved into the royal palace. Spymaster Dol reported sightings of neighbors' airships near the Negative
Sea. The Queen asked you to determine how the kingdom should take magic in order to remain competitive with the Magisters. Blessed Sam became a blessed adviser to Sam when you arrived in court. They recommended using negative energy as the main route to drive the kingdom's industry and military. They suggested that the Queen use glamour magic when interacting
with people. Their power plants and factories came online without any problems. They have learned from a book that negative burning and rotting wipe out each other. Cos revealed a penchant for taxing. A visit to her mother turned deadly when she turned out to be a shape-shifter who attacked her with a knife. Her mother recalled that the shape slider was Fruitseller Fran. Your
mother's house was destroyed by a magisterian bombardment. You surrendered and were captured. Chapter 7 They were presented to the High Magister and made to answer his questions before the Magisterian Senate. You gave the high master the real place of the sunken academy, where you learned magic. In prison, you met an old man named Espar, who taught you some
of the magic language. Espar told you that magic in the Empire costs money, and many can't afford to pay. Espar walked meekly to his death. You went to your execution in the middle of a large arena. The Negative Sea seemed a little off as you crossed it. They return to the kingdom to discover that the Magisterians declared war and conquered Akriton. Their forces have
succeeded in pushing their neighbours back into the negative sea. Shocks and geysers of negative energy have been reported throughout the kingdom. Seer Marie warned you that negative energy would destroy the palace. Chapter 8 You have successfully warned Thecla of the impending outbreak. They fled the palace in time to escape its destruction. Sam died in the outbreak.
It's going to work at some point, I swear. Does anyone remember how good we were at Automation the last time we did this? We are just at Negation 15th now.
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